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INTRODUCTION:

• Volcanism is an igneous activity in which the molten magma or

rock is transferred from below or within the earth’s crust to the

outer surface.

• This outpouring of magma leads to formation of distinctive

conical and Dome-shaped landforms, which has entirely

endogenetic origin .

• Landforms formed due to Volcanic activity ,have sudden origin

after burying of previous landscape. Thus, giving agents of

erosion a chance to start a new cycle of erosion.



• The volcanic landforms formed in any part of the world appear to 

be similar. But, they have different impacts of erosional agents 

depending upon varying climatic conditions.

• Volcanic activity forms most oceanic crust and part of the 

continental crust. Eg. Fissure eruption from the mid-oceanic ridges 

is responsible for the formation of crust beneath the ocean floor, 

volcanic islands, seamonts, etc are also formed.

• And Deccan Lava Plateau of India, the Plateaus of Iceland and 

north-western U.S are examples of largest plateaus on the 

continental surface.



• Volcano- A volcano is commonly defined as a deep vent in 

the earth’s crust through which molten rocks or hot lava, 

ash, and hot gases are ejected from the earth’s interior to 

the surface of the earth.

• Eruption- the process of ejection of hot materials from a 

volcano is known as eruption.





VOLCANISM(VOLCANICITY)

• The term volcanism includes all the processes in which 

molten magma rises into crust or poured out on the 

earth’s surface and then solidification in the form of 

crystalline or semicrystelline rock.

• It is a broader mechanism which includes both 

endogenetic and exogenetic mechanism related to the 

origin of magmas, gases and vapour and their 

outpouring on the surface of the earth.



………VOLCANISM(VOLCANICITY)

• Endogenetic mechanism-
rising of magma,
intrusion, coolind and
solidification- below the
crustal surface.

• Eg- batholiths,
sills,dykes,
lopoliths,phacoliths,
laccoliths,etc.

• Exogenetic mechanism-

appearance of lava, volcanic

dusts and ashes, fragmental

materials,mud,smoke,etc.

either in fissure form or

central violent eruption.

• Eg. Hot springs, geysers,

fumaroles, mud volcanoes,

solfatara, etc.





MATERIALS EJECTED IN VOLCANIC ERUPTION

There are various products of volcanic eruption, they can

solid, liquid or gaseous in nature.

• Pyroclasts- solid rock materials/fragments of different

sizes which are ejected with the eruption are together are

called pyroclasts.

• Tephra- the pyroclastic materials are sometimes

collectively called tephra.



• Blocks or brecia- the large angular rock fragments are

called brecia.

• Volcanic bombs- when the molten lava is thrown into

atmosphere and it gets solidified before falling down , they

become oval, round or pear-shaped forms. These solid

materials are known as volcanic bombs.

• Lapilli- small pea shaped volcanic materials



•Pumice,scoriae or cinders- the materials having

vesicular structure.

•Volcanic ash- when the volcanic materials consists

of sand size and finer tephra, it is called volcanic

ash.

•Volcanic dust- when the materials are still thinner,

they are called volcanic dust.



• Tuffs- the rock which is composed of a mixture of

ash, dust,lapilli and cinder is referred to as tuffs.

•Pillow lava- when lava piles up in layers like

sandbags or pillows while their interiors are still

molten.





ON THE BASIS OF MODE OF ERUPTION-

Types of 
volcanic 
eruption

Central 
eruption

Fissure 
eruption



CENTRAL ERUPTION:

• The eruption takes place through a central vent or mouth.

• Lava and other products erupt with more or less

explosion and get collected around the mouth of the

volcano.

• Volcanic eruption is confined to a pipe-like vent and cone

and crater structure is formed.

• Sometimes satellites holes also develop on the slope of

hill through which lava may escape, this occur generally at

lower elevations.



• In central eruption , the nature and intensity of eruption
show great variation according to the amount and
pressure of gases and the viscosity of the lava.

• Eg- it has been noted that;

• when lava is basic and less viscous – eruption is peaceful
without explosion

• lava is acidic and more viscous- eruption is explosive.
But, this may not be true for all eruptions.



FISSURE ERUPTION:
• Eruptions take place through fissure or a series of fissures or 

cracks without any explosive activity.

• Pyroclastic materials are almost absent.

• Fissure eruptions do not build large volcanic cones but 

commonly they build lava plateaus and plains.

• Eg- the Deccan lava plateau of peninsular India. (2 lakh sq. 

Miles.)

• Columbia plateau in U.S.A. (1 lakh sq. miles- thickness :3000-

4000 ft.)



• In fissure eruption no pipe is present, instead a long crack 

is present.

• In 1873 the Laki eruption in Iceland  had 32 kms long 

fissure or crack.

• The volcanoes of Hawaii islands are an example of fissure 

eruption.



TYPES OF CENTRAL ERUPTIONS
i. Hawaiian type of volcanoes-

Less explosive

Eruption is peaceful

Gases erupted are not powerful

Lava is of thin basalt variety i.e. less viscous

Lava comes out from open pit like crater or lateral cracks

There is little or no tephra.

When wind is strong lava sometimes stretches in air with
gases and looks like shiny threads – known as ‘Pele’s hair’.

Iceland and Columbia Plateau are examples





ii. Strombolian type of volcano:
In this type of volcano the basaltic lava is not thin as Hawaiian

type.

Gases come out continuously or with little interruptions and with

moderate explosion.

Fragmental materials , scoriae and bombs are also formed.

No clouds of black smoke is found just like Hawaiian volcanoes.

Found mainly in Mediterranean sea.

The fountains of lava glow in night and this known as the

‘lighthouse of the Mediterranean’”.







III. VULCANIAN TYPE

• These types of volcanoes are named after volcanoes of 

Vulcano located in  Lipri islands in Mediterranean sea.

• They are explosive.

• Lava is thick and viscous and it seals the mouth of volcano 

in between two eruptions.

• All sizes of volcanic materials are thrown out with 

predominance of volcanic ash and dust .

• Eg. Karkatoa eruption in Indonesia 

• Phreatic eruption -Sea-water stream





IV. VESUVIAN TYPES
• There is violent explosion in eruption due to high intensity

of the gases and magma comes out with great force.

• Lava starts coming out of small fissures and once the vent

is cleared then magma comes out with great explosion.

• Gases forms cauliflower like clouds which are very shiny

and bright.

• The volcanic eruption is very much similar to Vulcanian

type and often considered as an example of Vulcanian

activity .





ALSO CALLED- PLINIAN TYPE OF 
VOLCANO

• Sometimes the amount of ash present may be small and

for several kilometers around the rounded clouds may

consist principally of gases and water-vapour.

• The volcanic eruption of such type was witnessed in

Visuvious in 79A.D. it was recorded first by Pliny.

• This type of explosive and violent eruption is therefore

sometimes called Plinian Type.



PLINIAN



V.   PELEAN TYPE
This type of volcanic eruption is violently explosive and lava

is highly viscous.

At the time of eruption the lava solidifies and closes the

mouth of the crater and thus a dome is formed.

After sometime the powerful gases mixed with fragmental

material comes out with explosion.

The lava mixture is not thrown upwards rather it moves 

silently downhill.



• The ash flown down slope like avalanches is known as 

‘Nuees ardentes’  or glowing clouds.

• ‘Nuees ardentes’ is one of the most terrifying form of 

explosive volcanic activity.

• Eg- 1902 in Martinque island of West Indies –

terrific explosion of Mount Pelee

Nuees ardente from this explosion destroyed the town 

St.Pierre- located at the bottom of the hill-

Killed all its inhabitanats.





DISTRIBUTION OF VOLCANOES:
• Volcanoes are found at the weaker zones of the earth’s crust and thus they are closely related to 

the seismic events i.e. earthquakes. They are also related with mountain building and fracturing of 

the crust.according to the theory of ‘plate tectonics’  volcanoes are associated with the plate 

boundaries or plate margins.

•

Convergent or destructive plate 
boundaries- 80% volcanoes

Divergent of constructive plate 
boundaries- 15%

Intra plate locations- 5%



Volcanic zones of the world

Circum- Pacific belt-
(Ring of fire)-

convergent oceanic 
plate margins

Rockies and 
Andes 

mountains of 
N.America and 
South America , 
Alaska, Japan, 

Phillippines,etc.

Mid-continental 
belt- convergent 
continental plate 

margin

Mediterranean 
sea- Stromboli, 
Etna, Visuvious; 

Volcanoes of Fault 
zones of Africa, 

etc.

Mid-Atlantic belt-
Divergent plate 
boundary(along 
the Mid- Atlantic 

Ridge)

Mt. Pelee,Laki
Fissure 

eruptions,volcanic
mountains of 

Atlantic, Iceland, 
West Indies, etc. 

Intra- plate 
Volcanoes-

Located in the 
inner parts of the 

continents

Mainly fissure 
eruptions

Deccan Plateau, 
Columbian 

plateau,Brazil, 
Paraguay



LANDFORMS
• Various landforms are created due to cooling and solidification

of the magmas below the earth’s surface and lava over the
surface due to accumulation of the lava or magma with
fragmental materials ,ashes and dusts, etc.

• The volcanic landforms fall into two categories

1. Cones, domes and related features

2. Volcanic plains and plateaus

Explosive type of volcanic eruptions lead to formation of several
types of volcanic cones.

Whereas,

Fissure eruptions lead to formation of lava plains and plateaus.



VOLCANIC LANDFORMS CAN BE CATEGORISED INTO 
TWO GROUPS:

1. Extrusive volcanic 
topography

Formed from explosive 
type volcanic eruption

Elevated landforms 
like- Cones

Depressed forms like 
Craters and calderas

Formed from 
Fissure type of 

volcanic eruption

Lava plains

Lava plateaux 
and domes



2. Intrusive volcanic topography

batholith
Intrusive 

dome
laccolith

Lopolith, sills, 
dykes, etc.
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